We develop a recursive algorithm for the investigation of infinite sequences of quasi-primary fields obtained from chiral primary operators (CPOs) O I k (x) and eventually their derivatives by applying operator product expansions and singling out SO(6) representations, hereby proving Skiba's theorem. We show that normal products of O 2 operators can be expressed in terms of projection operators on representations of SO (20) and discuss intertwining operators for SO(6) representations. Furthermore we derive O( 
1
N 2 ) corrections to AdS/CFT 4-point functions by graphical combinatorics and finally extract anomalous dimensions by applying the method of conformal partial wave analysis. AdS/CFT correspondence [1] is at present the most prominent way of extracting information on the strong coupling behavior of certain gauge field theories. We study the superconformal theory SY M 4 with gauge group SU (N ) G , N = 4 extended supersymmetry and SU (4) R (SO(6) R ) as R-symmetry. At strong 't Hooft coupling λ = g 2 Y M N it is dual to type IIB supergravity on an AdS 5 ⊗ S 5 background geometry. Duality is meant in a twofold sense: The generating functional for connected Green functions of SY M 4 is identical with the off-shell value of the action of type IIB supergravity which is a duality in the sense of Fourier transformations in the field space, and it connects the domain of small coupling constants in one theory with large coupling constants in the other one as in lattice field theories or in models with Olive-Montonen duality.
In this superconformal Yang-Mills theory SY M 4 there exists an infinite number of "chiral primary operators" (CPOs) [2] 
formed from the scalar fields Φ in the gauge supermultiplet by a trace over the U (N ) gauge labels. The index "i" is an SO(6) R vector label corresponding to the SU ( as for a free scalar field.
This protectedness is synonymous with the existence and nontriviality of the limit 5) where the double dots mean subtraction of all lower dimensional operators contained in the operator product expansion of the Φ's. These lower dimensional operators would be singular in the limit (1.5) .
In this work we develop a recursive algorithm for the investigation of infinite sequences of quasiprimary fields obtained from the CPOs (1.1) and (eventually) their derivatives
as limits of split-point polynomials of the fields (1.1), (1.6) . If the number of such fields (1.1) and (1.6) is k, then we will call them k-trace 2 operator fields. Protectedness of the CPOs derived from the shortening of the supermultiplets repeats itself if we consider the limit if the r traceless symmetric R 6 -tensors O Ii ki couple to a new traceless symmetric R 6 -tensor of rank k via the coupling coefficients γ, so that
where n is the number of the SO(6) contractions. The statement that M J k generates a short multiplet from which (1.8) follows will be referred to as "Skiba's theorem" [3] .
In our approach the fields (1.7), (1.8) will also appear as simplest case. However, we are also interested in multi-trace operators with anomalous dimensions. First we project the formal product of the CPOs on a representation of SU (4) R (SO (6) In this split-point form the multi-local operator has the dimension
but there may be other multi-local operators with the same representation [r, s, t] and dimension k. Only certain linear combinations of such "almost degenerate" multi-trace operators possess an anomalous dimension. On the other hand, the knowledge of the anomalous dimensions is needed before one can perform the local limit of the multi-local operators (1.9). For instance in the case m = 2 the limit
(1.10) defines the anomalous dimension η of the local double-trace operator if the limit exists and is nontrivial.
Thus a general multi-trace operator can be constructed by taking linear combinations and decomposing the limit into steps, each of which needs a regularization in general ("chain of fusions"). On the other hand it is obvious, that the technical problems are reduced if some of the intermediate steps result in a field operator with protected dimension, so that neither anomalous dimensions nor linear combinations (eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a certain matrix) have to be determined. It is known from simpler conformal field theories, that the determination of all anomalous dimensions of a multiplet of almost degenerate fields leads to a cohomology problem [4] . In this paper we will avoid these complications.
Namely, we apply an operator product expansion r times
where we single out SO(6) R representations
Each field O 2k+2 is scalar, so that Skiba's theorem applies to it and the operator product is essentially a simple "normal product". At the r-th step we apply
and let O 2r+2 have tensor rank l and SO(6) R representations according to
Taking traces of SO(6) R tensors is excluded at each step. This eliminates singular terms in the operator product expansion and thus simplifies the conformal partial wave expansion considerably.
In section 2 we consider two-point functions of the fields O 2 and normal products of several fields O 2 at leading order, including the vector besides the scalar normal products. It is shown that these twopoint functions can be expressed in terms of projection operators on representations of SO(20) realized in tensor spaces of (R 20 ) n ⊗ . In section 3 we discuss intertwining operators for SO(6) representations realized alternatively as R 6 and R 20 tensors and derive from them the projection operators on irreducible SO (6) representations in (R 6 ) 
we obtain
where S r is the symmetric group of r elements and we denote by double dots the subtraction of the singular terms in each operator product. If we perform the limit
we obtain the two-point function for the totally symmetric R 20 -tensor field of rank r etc, but also three row Young tableaus appear.
In order to obtain SO(6) tableaus with an odd number of blocks in the second row, we must start from R 20 -tensors with one block in the second row (see Firgure 2) .
The symmetrizer Σ r and its transpose Σ 
is the total symmetrizer of the r − 1 objects (1, 2, ..., r − 1). It is easy to see that (e.g. from (3.11)) (e(r − 1, 1)) 2 = n(r − 1, 1)e(r − 1, 1) (2.8)
In order to produce a quasi-primary field with the symmetry Y (r−1,1) , we apply the symmetrizer e(r − 1, 1) (2.6) to the right factor on the l.h.s. of (2.2) and perform a Taylor expansion around a coordinate x 2 .
: e(r − 1, 1)
whereas for the left factor we need the transposed symmetrizer and
A general result of CFT says that a conformal vector field of dimension δ = 2r + 1 ought to have a two-point function
In the cases r = 2 and r = 3 we have
The latter expression is symmetric under the transformations I 1 ↔ I 2 and antisymmetric under J 1 ↔ J 3
respectively. For the cases r = 2 and r = 3 we obtain from (2.17), that (2.18) is valid with
We conclude that the vector fields (2.10) and its adjoint ( which is different for the various SO(6) representations. They will be derived in the sequel. 
with the properties
They satisfy the completeness relation
The r.h.s. of (3.4) defines the projector 
which are symmetric under cyclic permutations and reversing the order of the labels {I 1 , ..., I m }. Thus for any m ≥ 3 there are
Irreducible tensor representations of SO (6) are conventionally realized on tensor subspaces of (R 6 )
n ⊗ characterized by a Young tableau Y of n blocks, the corresponding projector on the subspace is denoted by P Y 5 . For a given tableau Y one uses the symmetrizer
where P Y symmetrizes the rows and Q Y antisymmetrizes the columns. Besides e Y we also need the transposed symmetrizer e T Y 6 . If we expand (3.6), we obtain
with
so that e Y appears as an element of the group algebra of the symmetric group. In turn we define
(3.9)
As will be seen ((2.8), (2.9), (2.21)) the relation 4 We will never need the matrices {C I ij } in explicit form. is used for normalizing the projector P Y . In fact n(Y ) can easily be calculated as
Then we can define the projector in components as
with the correct normalization
The first term in the curly bracket of (3.12) is called the "no-trace term", P Y,n-tr . Then it is easy to see that (3.13) is equivalent to
which can be shown to follow from (3.10), (3.12). The traces in the "trace terms" of (3.12) are taken in
Now we can define intertwining operators for each representation
where Q Y depends on Y as well as on the "pairing" of the labels {i 1 i 2 ...i 2l }. From (3.16) it is obvious that we can also define a transposed intertwiner
Contracting Q Y and Q T Y on the R 6 tensor labels, gives the projector on the representation space of (R 20 ) In turn, contracting them on the R 20 tensor labels gives the paired projector P 3.19) where the pairing corresponds to the operation
Next we summarize some of the results that were originally derived by G. Arutyunov et al. for the calculation of the four-point function
from AdS/CFT at order 
as well as 6, 6 
and finally the representation Y 1 with
Here we used the notations (3.5) and
The 20 + P
84 + P 15 + P For obvious reasons we call the representations of SO (6) with D ∈ {1, 20, 84, 105} "even" and those
The AdS/CFT computation of (3.28) up to order O( The λ D are polynomials and the µ D are rational functions
using the shorthand
Finally we obtain for φ the two-variable hypergeometric series
In the subsequent sections we will use this expression 
The (2r + 2)-point functions at order O(1)
We study the Green function
at leading order O( 1 N 0 ) in an AdS calculation and take the limit
This limit is exact if we project the SO(20) tensor of rank r onto the SO(6) representation Y
(2r) , since, due to Skiba's theorem, no renormalization is necessary. At leading order we can express (4.1) by two From the discussion in section 2 we know that
is quasi-primary and has as field with transposed symmetry This projector is automatically symmetric in {J a } r a=1(a =c) , so that the order of the {a} in Figure 9 is irrelevant. Correctly normalized (see (2.9)), we get (1 + O(x 12 , x 34 )) (4.17)
so that the two-point function of W µ (4.13), at x 12 → 0, x 34 → 0 is In view of the analysis in section 6, we decompose these R 20 projectors into R 6 projectors (with pairings) according to (
9 Each graph contained in this sum is connected.
Going over to SO(6) tensor notation by
where P
20 was given on the r.h.s. of (3.4). This expression contains one SO(6) contraction δ iai b in each term but does not appear as "trace term" of another SO(6) tensor. Therefore in the direct channel of the (2r + 2)-point function it yields SO(6) representations with 2r ′ + 2 blocks where
However, we select SO (6) 
The result (5.7) is trivial, since a vector field must arise in the limit x 12 → 0,x 34 → 0, which is indeed contained
due to (4.18). and three row representations must further be projected on self-dual and anti-self-dual representations.
Now we turn to the O(
In the case of the normal product (5.9) we select only the representation Y and
This result can be proven easily from (5.5) and simple combinatorics of embedding the 4-vertex in all possible ways (see Figure 12 ). There are four additional classes of connected graphs, the first three of which have one pair of legs of the 4-point insertion at the same coordinate x 1 (or x 3 or both) (see Figure 13 ). 2. The total number of blocks is conserved (r + 1 for SO(20), 2r + 2 for SO (6)) 3. To make sense r must be bigger or equal 2 in the rest of this section.
In the case of class (1) 
In the case of class (2) graphs, we obtain (x 
These classes (1), (2), (3) 
Notice that the factor in front of the sum is u −2 instead of (
Next we project first on Y
(2r) with labels {I a , J a } r a=1 , then on Y
(2r+2−n,n) , n ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} with labels {I a , J a } r+1 a=1 . The two projectors can always be contracted into one, since
We start with (5.16). In this case the first projection is trivial. We expand then
On the l.h.s. we have a tensor product of Y
(2r) with Y
(2) , implying obviously (see Figure 15) A r,0 = A r,1 = A r,2 = 1; A r,n = 0, n > 1 (5.23)
All graphs are in standard symmetrization. 
In the case of (5.17), we obtain similarly
In fact, projecting on P Y (2r+2) yields
since total symmetry of both the r.h.s. and the l.h.s. allows the contraction of all indices 11 . For the projection on P Y (2r,2) the procedure is very similar, namely
Now the r.h.s. is antisymmetric in {i 1 , i 2r+1 } and the l.h.s. is symmetric in these labels, yielding zero as a result. Relying on the same argument, the projection on Y (2r+1,1) vanishes as well.
Turning to (5.18), the result is given by
For P Y2r+2 the argument given above can be carried over and the result is obviously correct. For
where the bracket denotes total symmetrization. Contraction with respect to the labels {j 5 j 6 ...j 2r } yields
, (5.29) 11 The underlying "contraction theorems" are discussed in the Appendix with standard symmetrization of pairs. This argument is based on the total symmetry of the l.h.s. in (j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4 ). This symmetry and an antisymmetry of the r.h.s. in an appropriate pair (j a , j b ) gives zero.
Consider for example the label set on the r.h.s.
where 2r + 1 was replaced by 5 and 2r + 2 by 6. The corresponding contribution in P is obtained from the symmetrizer (e − (1, 3) )(e − (4, 5))Σ 4 (1, 2, 5, 6)Σ 2 (3, 4) (5.30)
where n = s∈Sn s. Symmetry of the l.h.s. in (j 1 j 3 ) amounts to left multiplication of (5.30) with
which gives zero. In this fashion we obtain the result (5.29), understood to be in standard pairing, i.e.
consisting of four terms for (j 2r+1 j 2r+2 )(j 1 j 2 ). Then the factor results from
Once again using the symmetry of the l.h.s., we write
For the symmetrizer e(2, 2) with numbering Correspondingly we can continue (5.32)
A similar argument applies if we project onto Y (2r+1,1) . Instead of (5.29) we get in fact
. (5.37) since the l.h.s. labels can be reordered giving, as result, the r.h.s. labels. We thus get
Finally we mention that from (5.19) we get the same result as from (5.18) 12 .
Now we consider the evaluation of (5.20), find as a result
For this result we have to evaluate the contractions
The representation Y (2r,2) would have appeared if we had changed the numbering to
which represents a different fusion channel.
The projectors used in the calculations are hermitean.
For the projection on P Y (2r+1,1) we can repeat the arguments of (5.42), (5.43)
Summing up the results, we get for the order O(
Adding the O (1) into SO(6) representation projectors as eqn. factor 
In the limit x 12 → 0, x 34 → 0, i.e.
we get r!{...}| u=v→0 = (r + 1)!{(1 + r(r + 1) has the free-field term up to order O( 1 N 2 ) included. In all three terms there is no log v at dimension 2r + 2 + l and space-time tensor rank l.
Anomalous dimensions
We summarize the results of the preceding sections as follows.
1. For the SO(6) representations Y (2r+2) and space-time tensors of rank l (all l ≥ 0), the "first tower" with approximate dimensions 2r + 2 + l and "second tower" with approximate dimensions 2r + 4 + l obtains no anomalous dimensions due to the factor v 2 contained in (3.37). But the "third tower"
with approximate dimensions 2r + 6 + l has non-vanishing anomalous dimensions. Moreover the scalar (l = 0) field in the first tower has an unrenormalized two-point function (Skiba's theorem).
2. For the SO(6) representations Y (2r) and space-time tensors of rank l (all l ≥ 0), the "first tower"
with approximate dimensions 2r + 2 + l does not have anomalous dimensions but the "second tower"
with approximate dimensions 2r + 4 + l does. This is due to the factor v in (3.36).
3. For the SO(6) representations Y (2r+1,1) and space-time tensors of rank l (all l ≥ 1), the "first tower"
with approximate dimensions 2r + 4 + l does, due to the factor v in (3.38).
In general we expect that for arbitrary tensor rank l, there may exist many different quasi-primary fields with a given SO(6) representation and tensor rank l, which differ only by their anomalous dimensions
. A general analysis shows that the number of such "almost degenerate" quasiprimary fields increases typically like p(l) (the number of partitions of l). A simple explanation is that the number of fusion channels leading to the same representation increases in this fashion, whereas here we considered only one channel, ending at Y (2r) and l = 0 before the last OPE step was performed.
For a resolution of almost degeneracy, one has first to include the full internal symmetry (in this case: N = 4 supersymmetry) and then apply a cohomology argument to discriminate the quasi-primary fields from the derivative fields. This was shown to work in [4] , but is out of reach in the present investigation.
We start the harmonic analysis of the leading terms in (5.50), namely
which gives
We compare the sums (6.1), (6.2) with the sum over the "first tower" of quasi-primary fields of dimension λ + l 13 , obtained from the fusion A general formula for G I 1 (λ, l; V ) for arbitray λ and l is unknown to us. But if we reformulate (6.20) as
then we can evaluate some of the E lm , e.g.
23)
24)
The coefficients E lm appear in the determination of γ We are now interested in contractions ascribed to an index set ω ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}, #ω = r < n (A. 8) and defined by The proof is based on the fact that this contraction satisfies invariance, Y ′ symmetry and tracelessness and that only the normalization must be adjusted.
